FREE TREES TO
BEAUTIFY YOUR PROPERTY!

One of the easiest ways
that you can beautify
your property is to plant
trees on it!
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No matter if you are a homeowner, a small business owner, or a decisionmaker at a real estate conglomerate, The Synchronicity Investor (TSI) is
committed to providing you with choice and transparency so that you can
make informed decisions.
With all of the information and misinformation that is out there, we want to make it easy for you
to find the resources that you need. We encourage you to think of TSI as your go-to source.
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PUBLICATIONS
All publications provide accurate and authoritative information for:






HOMEOWNERS - obtaining homeownership, maintaining your investment, and
much more.
REAL ESTATE PROFESSIONALS - we
provide educational excellent material to
help you enhance your career, and the
services you provide to others.
INVESTORS - we have content related to
legal services, accounting, financing, taxes,
insurance, management, investment, and
more.

This Real Property Experts LLC (RPE) publication provides information about the subject
matter covered. The author and publisher of
this content are not acting as licensed professionals in the presentation of covered material
and are not qualified to give advice normally
provided by professionals in the fields of expertise of this content, nor are they responsible for
errors and omissions. The information and
statements made, are for educational purposes
and are not intended to replace a one-on-one
relationship with a qualified attorney, accountant, tax professional, or other licensed professionals. You are solely responsible for the use
of any content and hold Real Property Experts
LLC, its subsidiary’s, and members harmless in
any event or claim, demand, or damage, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, asserted by any
third party, or arising out of your use of, or conduct on, articles and/or products.

WEBSITE
THE SYNCHRONICITY INVESTOR website
contains hundreds of articles on Real Estate,
everyday Life, and the Environment.
- ALL AVAILABLE FOR FREE There you will find more Books, Booklets,
Guides, How-to-Articles, Environmental and Life
Knowledge Publications.
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This publication will provide you with information and knowledgeable facts, on matters
that you may be challenged with.

RPE provides applicable content and breaks
down complex topics so they are easier to understand. Information given may not apply to
your specific situation, and the products or services recommended may not be a good fit for
your application. While RPE strives to provide
accurate up-to-date content, we cannot guarantee the accuracy and completeness of information provided. By using this content, you
understand that all material is an expression of
opinions and not professional advice.
RPE regularly updates articles, but it is possible
that we may miss something. Use our content
as a starting point before selecting to use and
choose a service or product. The reader is advised to keep up to date on activities in their
locale by consulting with the appropriate
licensed professionals for decisions that could
affect them.
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“Did you know that the average homeowner can save up to 20 percent on
energy bills by planting the right trees in the right places? That tree can also
improve air quality, sequester carbon, help manage stormwater runoff, and
more.” ................................excerpt from the Arbor Day Foundation website
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ABOUT TREES
Trees have many benefits that benefit life on planet earth. But first, what is a tree?
A tree is a plant made of wood, that can live for many years. The oldest tree
discovered was estimated to be 5,000 years old.

A tree is composed of the following components:

Roots - these are usually located underground. However, the exceptions to this
are the roots of the mangrove tree which are often underwater, and the banyan
tree that has aerial roots that provide support.
Trees have many roots, from which nutrients and water from the ground are
carried through the trunk and branches to the leaves of the tree. Roots provide
support for the tree parts above ground, holding them upright and keeping them
from falling over. The roots of a tree serve to anchor it to the ground and gather
water and nutrients to all parts of the tree. They are also used for reproduction,
defense, survival, energy storage, and other purposes.

Trunk - this is the main body of the tree and is covered with bark to protects it
from damage. The innermost layer of bark is known as the phloem and this
transports the sap containing sugars made by photosynthesis to other parts of the
tree. The trunk is a superhighway that conveys water and nutrients from the roots
to the above-ground parts of the tree and distributes the food produced by the
leaves to all other parts, including the roots.

Branches - these are the growth from the tree trunk. They start thick and get
progressively smaller the farther they grow from the trunk. Branches themselves
split into smaller branches until at the end they are quite small. The small ends are
called twigs.

Tree Leaves - are green most of the time, but they can come in many colors,
shapes, and sizes. The leaves take in sunlight and use water and food from the
branches via the trunk and roots to make the tree grow and reproduce. The main
functions of leaves are photosynthesis and gas exchange.
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Leaves are often flat, so they can absorb more light, and thin so that the sunlight
can get to green parts in the cells, which convert sunlight, and carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere, and water from the roots into glucose and oxygen. Most of a
tree's biomass comes from this process.

Trees with leaves all year round are evergreens,
and those that shed their leaves are deciduous.
Deciduous trees and shrubs generally lose their
leaves in autumn as it gets cold. Before this
happens, the leaves change color. Leaves grow
back in the spring.

Note: trees and shrubs take in water, carbon dioxide, and give out oxygen with
sunlight to form sugars. Plants also do some respiration using oxygen in the same
way mammals do. They need oxygen as well as carbon dioxide to live.

To exist as a nation, to prosper as a state, and to live as a people, we must have
trees.
- Theodore Roosevelt
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TREES FACTS
What trees do for us?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Help clean our air.
Provide us with oxygen.
Clean our drinking water.
Reduce the effects of climate change.
Benefit wildlife.
And much more................
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FREE TREES
One of the easiest ways that you can beautify your property is to plant trees on it!
Did you know that with your membership to The Arbor Day Foundation, a 501(c)
(3) nonprofit conservation and education organization, you will receive:
•

10 FREE flowering trees that grow well in your area.
o Tree discounts with your purchase of trees.
o Selection includes shade, flowering, ornamental, fruit trees, evergreens,
and more.

•

A subscription to the Arbor Day newsletter.
o A gardener's handbook and tree information guide.

•

The Tree Book.
o Provides Guides about planting and caring for trees.

Note: landscaping is a great way to increase the value of your property and create
great curb appeal.

For more information about the Arbor Day Foundation go to their website or phone
(888) 448-7337
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Featured Book
Home Sweet Home
Now a complete guide to purchasing your home. No
matter if this is your first home, or you are upsizing
or downsizing this capital investment must be bought
right.
Covered subjects include buying a resale or new
construction; consumer energy efficiency; energyefficient mortgages; real estate financing; and much
more. The book is in an easy-to-read format for
instant implementation.

Buy on AMAZON NOW!
TSI-Book Store:
Books; Manuals and Guides
for upload in PDF format.

Thanks for reading!
If you enjoyed this TSI Digital Digest, share it with family and friends.
Please take a moment to let us know how we are doing.
Your support does make a difference.
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